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Abstract— We present a novel approach to automatically ex-
tracting summary excerpts from audio and video. Our approach
is to maximize the average similarity between the excerpt and the
source. We first calculate a similarity matrix by comparing each
pair of time samples using a quantitative similarity measure. To
determine the segment with highest average similarity, we maxi-
mize the summation of the self-similarity matrix over the support
of the segment. To select multiple excerpts while avoiding redun-
dancy, we compute the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
of the similarity matrix into its essential structural components.
We then build a summary comprised of excerpts from the main
components, selecting the excerpts for maximum average similar-
ity within each component. Variations integrating segmentation
and other information are also discussed, and experimental results
are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

As digital media collections grow in size and number, sum-
marization has become an increasingly important research area.
Media summarization technologies have numerous applications
in e-commerce and in information retrieval. Many such appli-
cations use summaries and/or proxies of longer works, because
of the large file sizes and high bandwidth requirements of mul-
timedia data. Thus it is desirable to have a summary of the
media work that is reduced in some manner, typically by ex-
cerpting a segment that is a good representation of the longer
work. Many existing segmentation algorithms can’t guarantee
that the segment is at all representative of the larger work. For
example, some approaches use the first 30 seconds of an audio
track to represent the whole track. This can be highly unsatis-
factory if the bulk of a particular track bears little resemblance
to its idiosyncratic introduction.

Most summarization approaches start by analyzing the struc-
ture or semantics of the source material. Statistical text sum-
marization typically uses term frequency/inverse document fre-
quency (tf/ idf) to select paragraphs [1], sentences [2], or key
phrases that are both representative of the document and dif-
ferentiate it from other documents. Audio summarization ap-
proaches typically segment the audio, then select a representa-
tive portion of each segment. These are concatenated to serve
as a summary [3]. Video has been summarized by “scene tran-
sition graphs” [4], among other methods. After clustering, the
keyframes closest to each cluster centroid are chosen to rep-
resent that cluster. Other approaches summarize video using
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Fig. 1. The upper left panel shows S from (3). The remaining panels show
A1,A2, and A3 computed via nmf and (8).

various heuristics, typically derived from an analysis of accom-
panying closed captions [5]. Gong and Liu have used the sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) of a feature-frame matrix to
construct video summaries [6]. The SVD is used to reduce fea-
ture space dimension for clustering, and to assess the novelty of
individual frames.

We present a method for automatically producing summaries
of linear media, where linear means a function of a one-
dimensional variable. Examples of linear media are audio and
video, which are functions of time, and ASCII text, which is a
discrete function of file position. We construct our summaries
by analysis of the self-similarity across all time instants embed-
ded in a similarity or affinity matrix (e.g. [7], [8]). We then
identify the contiguous segment with maximum average simi-
larity to the piece as a whole. This can be found by maximizing
the sum of the similarity matrix over the support of the segment.

We further extend this approach to construct video sum-
maries. Video, especially home video, typically contains het-
erogeneous segments from diverse locations. Attempting to
summarize this with a single contiguous segment will be less
satisfactory than a summary comprised of multiple excerpts
from the different segments. To select these excerpts, we calcu-
late the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of the similar-
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ity matrix. The NMF is an unsupervised technique for building
a “parts-based” representation of a data set [9]. We employ the
NMF to determine the essential structural components of the
source stream, as represented in the similarity matrix.

II. SELF-SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

A. Parameterization

The first step is to parameterize the video. We compute
feature vectors based on low-order discrete cosine transform
(DCT) coefficients. We sample frames at 1 Hz and transform
the individual RGB frames into the Ohta color space in which
the three channels are approximately decorrelated [10]. The
DCT of each transformed channel is computed and a feature
vector is formed by concatenating the resulting 25-49 low fre-
quency coefficients of the three channels. The sole requirement
is to quantify similarity; similar frames must have similar fea-
ture vectors. The transform method is optimized for analysis
(and, if desired, computational complexity) rather than dimen-
sion reduction or fidelity.

B. Distance Matrix Embedding

Once the signal has been parameterized, it is embedded in
a two-dimensional representation. The key is a measure d of
the (dis)similarity between a pair of feature vectors vi and vj

(calculated from frames i and j in the previous step). A use-
ful similarity measure is the cosine of the angle between the
parameter vectors:

dc(vi, vj) =
< vi, vj >

‖vi‖‖vj‖ . (1)

This measure has the property that it yields a large similarity
score even if the vectors are small in magnitude. Herein we use
an exponential variant of this measure to limit its range to (0, 1]:

de(vi, vj) = exp(dc(vi, vj) − 1) . (2)

The distance measure is a function of two frames, hence in-
stants in the source signal. To consider the similarity between
all possible instants in a signal, we embed the distance measure
in the similarity matrix S such that S(i, j) = de(vi, vj). In
general, S will have maximum values on the diagonal (because
every frame will be maximally similar to itself); furthermore
if d is symmetric then S will be symmetric as well. Example
similarity matrices are shown in the upper left panels of Figs. 1
and 3.

III. AUTOMATIC SUMMARIZATION

For summarization, we aim to determine the excerpt of a de-
sired length with maximum similarity to the work as a whole.
In a video stream with repeated similar segments, we would
expect that group of similar segments with the maximum total
duration would be represented in the summary. Representative
elements from predominant clusters of similar segments can be
found from the similarity matrix.
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Fig. 2. Evaluating summary score S̄(q, r) by summing similarity matrix over
the interval (q, · · · , r)

A. Selecting a Single Excerpt

A small example will motivate the following discussion.
Given the sequence ABBBCCBB, it is desired to find the sub-
sequence of length three with maximal average similarity. We
compute the similarity to be one if the sequence members match
and zero otherwise. The similarity matrix, shown in the upper
left panel of Fig. 1, is:

S =




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1




. (3)

Calculating the average similarity for any subsequence is a
simple matter of summing the rows (or columns for symmet-
ric S) corresponding to that subsequence, and normalizing by
the total sequence length. Thus, the second element in the se-
quence, B, has an average similarity of 5/8 = 0.625. The
possible length three subsequences are: ABB, BBB, BBC and
BCC, CCB, and CBB. By adding the corresponding columns
we determine that BBB, with average subsequence similarity
1.875/3 = 0.625, is the optimal three-element contiguous sum-
mary of the sequence. Using maximum average similarity as
our summary criterion also allows us to compare subsequences
of different lengths.

The previous example can be generalized to arbitrary se-
quence lengths as in Fig. 2. Given a segment that starts at time q
and ends at time r, the average similarity of the segment can be
calculated as the total average similarity between the segment
and the entire work, normalized by the segment length:

S̄(q, r) =
1

N(r − q)

r∑

m=q

N∑

n=1

S(m, n) , (4)
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where N is the length of the entire work (width and height of
S).

In Section IV we compute summaries of a desired length L.
We determine the summaries by optimizing a score based on
(4):

QL(i) = S̄(i, i + L) =
1

NL

i+L∑

m=i

N∑

n=1

S(m, n) (5)

for i = 1, · · · , N−L. We select the start point for the summary,
q∗L, as

q∗L = ArgMax
1≤i≤N−L

QL(i) . (6)

The resulting summary is then the excerpt of the source stream
from start time q∗L to end time q∗L + L.

B. Selecting Multiple Excerpts

While a single piece of music often exhibits some global co-
herence, video is commonly comprised of multiple shots of un-
related scenes. For this reason, a single excerpt may fail to
provide an adequate representation of an entire video. One so-
lution is to construct a summary or “skim” from multiple ex-
cerpts. These excerpts must then be selected to represent the
video’s contents while avoiding redundancy.

To satisfy these criteria, we factor the similarity matrix via
NMF. The NMF of an N×N matrix S is a linear approximation
to S formed by the product of an N×K matrix W and a K×N
matrix H:

S � WH =
K∑

k=1

Ak , (7)

where Ak(i, j) = W(i, k)H(k, j) . (8)

The columns of W are basis vectors for the columns of S. The
columns of H are the projections of the columns of S on to the
basis of W. NMF is distinguished from more common linear
approximations such as the SVD by the fact that W and H are
non-negative1 These non-negativity constraints cause W and
H to form an additive, or parts-based, representation in which
the basis vectors of W combine to approximate the columns of
S.

NMF has been successfully used to build low-dimensional,
additive representations for facial imagery and text document
collections [9]. NMF minimizes a generalized divergence be-
tween S and WH, and can be implemented as a simple and
efficient iterative procedure [11]. In our context, the basis vec-
tors of W represent the significant “parts” of S: the significant
blocks of high similarity. We use this factorization to generate
the terms, Ak in (8), that represent a structural decomposition
of S and hence, of the source stream itself.

1In contrast, the SVD constrains the columns of W to be orthonormal and
the rows of H to be orthogonal. As a result, they combine to both add and
cancel, whereas the combinations of NMF basis vectors and coefficients are
strictly additive.

To select multiple excerpts, we process each of the terms in
the sum of (7) as in the single excerpt case described in Section
III A. We estimate the effective rank, K of S, and compute the
optimal length L summaries for each A1, · · · ,AK using

Q
(k)
L (i) =

1
NL

i+L∑

m=i

N∑

n=1

Ak(m, n) (9)

as in (5). We select the start point for each excerpt by substi-
tuting these scores into (6). Returning to the previous example,
the upper right panel of Fig. 1 shows the similarity matrix of
(3). The remaining panels show the three terms A1,A2, and
A3, computed via (8), clearly elucidating the structure of the
original sequence.
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Fig. 3. The upper left panel shows the similarity matrix for “Musica Si”. The
upper right, lower left, and lower right panels show A1,A2,and A3 of (8),
respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In [13], we applied the single excerpt technique to sum-
marization of digital music. In limited experiments, we suc-
cessfully summarized popular, classical, and jazz pieces. For
brevity, we focus here on experiments with video in which we
produce summaries comprised of multiple excerpts. We use the
similarity matrix to determine the optimal summaries of a de-
sired length, L, in three steps. First, we estimate the rank of
S by discarding singular vectors with singular values less than
one tenth of the maximum singular value (no singular vectors
need be computed). Denote the estimated rank K . Next, we
compute the K-term NMF of S to determine A1, · · · ,AK of
(7). We then compute the score of (9) and the excerpt start
point, q∗L for each k = 1, · · · , K . The upper left panel of Fig.
3 shows the similarity matrix computed from “Musica Si”, a
Spanish show featuring musical performances from [12].
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We have analyzed several videos from [12]. While it is diffi-
cult to objectively characterize the results, we have informally
found that the excerpts do emphasize major segments and seg-
ment clusters, when present. “Musica Si” contained an intro-
duction and two longer musical performances separated by in-
terludes with the show’s hosts. The first performance starts near
280 seconds after a 70 second onstage interview with the musi-
cians. The second performance starts at 530 seconds. For this
video, the automatically selected excerpts included both songs
and the introduction. We shows the similarity matrix and the re-
sults of NMF in Fig. 3. The three major segments of the video
are clearly represented by A1,A2 and A3. The “Home Video
of Lisa” exhibited less structure, and the excerpts include differ-
ent scenes of Lisa in a gymnastics class, and multiple segments
of a hot air balloon race. Although the balloon race appeared in
two of the excerpts, one excerpt showed the balloons being fill-
ing on the ground, while the other showed them in flight. The
results appear in Table I. In addition, selected results can be
viewed on the web 2.

TABLE I
SUMMARIZATION RESULTS FOR TEST VIDEOS. TIMES ARE IN SECONDS.

Results: Home Video of Lisa
Length Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2 Excerpt 3

10 180 190 449 459 695 705
30 182 212 492 522 549 579

Results: Musica Si
Length Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2 Excerpt 3

10 160 170 386 396 630 640
30 154 184 374 404 616 646

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a quantitative approach to automatic me-
dia summarization which makes minimal assumptions regard-
ing the characteristics of the source video. The approach is
founded on similarity analysis, in which inter-frame similarity
data is embedded in a matrix which reveals the major segment-
level structure of the original video. By summing the columns
of the similarity matrix the most representative contiguous por-
tions of the video are determined, and used for summaries of
arbitrary length. Using the NMF of the similarity matrix, we de-
compose the video into major structural components. We have
presented the technique and results on test videos. In each case,
the resulting summaries provided satisfying summaries of the
original videos and their major segment clusters.

The analysis can be customized to build summaries of vary-
ing length, or to weight specific features by selection of appro-
priate feature vectors. Similarly, by use of a weighting function,
w, specific portions of a video can be emphasized for summary

2http://www.fxpal.com/media/videosummaries.html

construction, by modifying (4):

S̄w(q, r) =
1

N(r − q)

r∑

m=q

N∑

n=1

w(n)S(m, n) . (10)

This leads to several extensions we hope to investigate in future
work. Weighting functions can be designed to emphasize high
quality video segments, for instance, segments with little esti-
mated camera motion. In contexts where summaries of varying
length are desired, or the summary length is unknown in ad-
vance, S can be discarded after calculating the inner sum of (5)
for each i = 1, · · · , N−L. This inner sum is simply the sum of
the columns of S. In other extensions, we plan to integrate the
summarization with similarity-based video segmentation tech-
niques [14] to constrain the summaries to begin and end at shot
boundaries. We plan to evaluate our current approach and these
extensions more formally with more extensive testing and user
evaluation.
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